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Purposes
Participants will increase their understanding of the importance of explicitly teaching and
using strategies to develop student literacy in all subject areas.
Participants will explore a repertoire of research based strategies and tactics to support
student comprehension in all subject areas.

Agenda
Evidence-based Instruction
Key Comprehension Strategies
Activating or Connecting to Background Knowledge
Text Structure
Text Vocabulary
Asking Questions
Monitoring Comprehension
Summarizing and Synthesizing
Closure
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Hattie’s Visible Learning
John Hattie has synthesized more than 800 meta-studies related to achievement. In his book
Visible Learning he found 138 influences with positive and negative effects on learning outcomes.
He defined the impact of these influences as effect size.
Key Ideas about Effect Size:
- An effect size of=0.40 is average growth that would be expected in one year.
- An effect size of >.40 would be a strategy of practice with “above average” impact on students.
-

Homework

0.29

Elementary effect size of 0.15, and high school of 0.64

Integrated curricular
programs

0.39

Greater effect when instruction was organized around a theme (0.46)
and process skills were emphasized (0.36).

Effect Size greater than 0.4 effects student achievement
Teacher questioning of
students
Professional development
on student achievement

0.46

Teacher developed questions for comprehension of material.

0.51

Home environment

0.52

Peer influences on
achievement

0.53

Phonics instruction

0.54

Concept Mapping

0.57

Worked examples

0.57

Mastery Learning

0.58

Cooperative vs
individualistic learning

0.59

Direct instruction

0.59

Research re: PD seems to focus more on changes in teachers rather
than impact on student outcomes. PD likely to change teacher learning
but has less effect on teacher behavior. PD in science has highest
effects on student outcomes (0.94) then writing (0.88). Seven themes
re: what works best in PD were advocated as a result of 72 studies.
Includes measures of the socio-psychological environment and
intellectual stimulation in the home. Most highly correlated factors
with achievement were maternal involvement, variety and play
materials.
Studies include a variety of influences: peer tutoring, helping,
friendship, and giving feedback. Studies examining what happens
when a student moves schools show single greatest predictor of
subsequent success is whether student makes friend in first month.
Teaching students the alphabetic code. Designed for beginners in early
elementary.
Students creating connections amongst ideas and creating a visual map
representing those connections.
Typically consist of a problem statement and the appropriate steps to a
solution. Three steps: introductory phase, acquisition/training phase,
test phase (assess learning). Reduces cognitive load for students such
that they concentrate on the processes that lead to the correct answer
and not just providing an answer.
Students given time to master key concepts prior to moving on to new
instruction.
Most powerful when students have acquired sufficient background
knowledge to be involved in discussion and learning w/peers. Most
useful when learning concepts, verbal problem-solving, spatial
problem-solving, retention and memory. Effects increase with age.
Refers to: (1) Teacher specifies learning outcomes/intentions (2)
Teacher knows and communicates success criteria (3) Builds
commitment and engagement in learning task (4) Lesson design: input,
model, check for understanding (5) Guided practice (6) Closure (7)
Independent practice.
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Teaching study skills

0.59

Cooperative vs
Individualistic Learning
Concept mapping

0.59

Comprehension Programs

0.60

Teaching learning strategies

0.62

Vocabulary programs

0.67

Self-verbalizing/selfquestioning
Meta-cognitive strategies

0.64

0.60

To get to deeper levels of understanding, combine study skills
instruction with content.
Students working together to understand complex tasks rather than
working alone.
Involves development of graphical representations of the conceptual
structure of content to be learned. Importance of concept mapping is in
its emphasis on summarizing main ideas in what is to be learned.
Assists in synthesizing and identifying major ideas, themes, and
interrelationships.
Comprehension programs with dominant focus on processing
strategies (e.g. inferential reasoning, rules for summarizing, and
chunking texts) produced higher effect than did text and task
programs.
Need to provide students with learning strategies in the context of
learning, a chance to practice, and assurance that the strategies are
effective. Need to understand intention to use, consistency in
appropriate use and knowing when chosen strategy is effective—
learning to learn or self-regulation.
Students who experienced vocabulary instruction experienced major
improvements in reading comprehension and overall reading skills.
Most effective vocabulary instruction included providing both
definitional and contextual information, involved students in deeper
processing, and gave students more than 1 or 2 exposures to the word
to be learned.
Students generating questions to pursue.

0.69

Meta-cognitive strategies refer to those “thinking about thinking”
strategies: planning how to approach a learning task, evaluating
progress, and monitoring comprehension. Self-questioning is another
meta-cognitive strategy.
Spaced vs. mass practice
0.71
Practice opportunities sprinkled throughout the learning rather than at
the end.
Teacher-student
0.73
“Building relationships implies agency, efficacy, respect by the teacher
relationships
for what the student brings to the class (from home, culture, and peers)
and recognition of the life of the student.”
Feedback
0.73
Feedback is about providing information about the task performance.
Feedback is more effective when it provides information on correct
rather than incorrect responses and when it builds on changes from
previous trials.
Reciprocal teaching
0.74
Teaching cognitive strategies intended to lead to improved learning
outcomes. Emphasis on teachers enabling students to learn and use
strategies such as summarizing, questioning, clarifying, and predicting
in order to monitor their own learning and thinking.
Providing formative
0.90
Refers to teachers attending to what is happening for each student in
evaluation to teachers
their classrooms as a result of their instruction—when teachers ask,
“How am I doing?” Highest effects when teachers seek evidence on
where students are not doing well.
Hattie, J. (2009). Hattie Ranking: Teaching Effects. Retrieved from Visible Learning: http://visiblelearning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/hattie-ranking-teachingeffects/
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Alvermann, D., Gillis, V. and Phelps, S. (2013). Content Area Reading and Literacy. Boston, MA: Pearson. Page 107.
ISBN 978-0-13-268519-1.
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Comprehension Strategy Overview
Activating and Connecting Prior Knowledge
 This comprehension strategy involves you connecting your learning to your
experiences, events in the world, and to other learnings you may have in and out of
school.
 We simply can’t understand what we hear, read, or view without thinking about what
we already know.
 We teach learners to
 Relate to prior experience
 Make connections between text, media, and personal observation
 Connect the new to the known – use what they know to understand new
information
 You may say statements like…
 This reminds me of…
 I noticed…
 It made me think of…
 I never knew…
 This is different from…
 That changed my mind…

Determining Importance
 This comprehension strategy involves you evaluating information, making judgments
about information, and identifying key ideas and concepts.
 When we read nonfiction we are reading to learn, understand, and remember
information.
 We teach learners to
 Target key information
 Choose what to remember
 Construct big ideas from smaller ideas
 You may say statements like…
 This is really important…
 This information makes me think…
 I think this part means…
 My background knowledge tells me…
 So far, I have learned that…
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Visualizing
 This comprehension strategy involves you making mental pictures and/or mind maps
of ideas and how they interconnect.
 We teach learners to
 Gain information from the images they construct and view
 Create mental images drawn from background knowledge and observations
 You may say statements like…
 I can see (smell, hear, taste)…
 I have a picture in my head…
 I’m visualizing…

Summarizing and Synthesizing
 This comprehension strategy involves you recalling, retelling, creating new meaning,
and remembering information.
 Synthesizing information allows us to see the bigger picture as we read or observe.
Thoughtful readers merge their thinking with information to come to a more complete
understanding.
 We teach learners to
 Add to their knowledge base
 Paraphrase information
 Move from facts to ideas
 You may say statements like…
 I never knew… now I know…
 I think the big idea is…
 Now I understand that…
 I have learned that…
 This gives me an idea…
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Monitoring Comprehension
 This comprehension strategy involves you recognizing and acting on your own
confusion, and self-questioning to determine understanding.
 We monitor our comprehension and keep track of our thinking in a number of ways.
We notice when text makes sense and when it doesn’t. We ask questions, infer,
activate background knowledge, and make connections, all in the effort to promote
understanding.
 We teach learners to
 Become aware of their thinking as they read
 Notice when meaning breaks down and their mind wanders
 Employ ‘fix up’ strategies – reread for clarification, read ahead to construct
meaning, use context to break down unfamiliar words, skip difficult parts and
continue to see if meaning becomes clear, check and recheck answers and
thinking, examine evidence.
 You may say statements like…
 I understand…
 This feature makes me think…
 I don’t understand…
 This doesn’t make sense…
 Oh, now I get it…
 A part I had trouble with…

Making Inferences
 This comprehension strategy involves you predicting, hypothesizing, interpreting, and
making conclusions.
 Inferential thinking allows learners to grasp the deeper essence of text and
information. Readers infer by taking their background knowledge and merge it with
clues in the text to draw a conclusion or arrive at a big idea that is not explicitly
stated in text.
 We teach learners to
 Use context clues to figure out meaning of unfamiliar words
 Draw conclusions from evidence
 Predict outcomes, events, and observations
 You may say statements like…
 I’m inferring…
 I’m thinking…
 It seems to me…
 Probably…
 I’m guessing that…
 I predict…
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Asking Questions
 This strategy involves you actively wondering about topics, and questioning facts and
information.
 Questioning is the strategy that propels learners on and is at the heart of inquirybased learning. Humans are driven to make sense of the world, and questions open
the doors to understanding.
 We teach learners to
 Wonder about the content, concepts, outcomes, and genre
 Question the author
 Read to discover answers and gain information
 You may say statements like…
 I wonder…
 Why…
 I don’t get this…
 My big question is…
 I still wonder…
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Activating Background Knowledge
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Activating and Connecting Prior Knowledge
Responsive Vocabulary Instruction
When creating a robust vocabulary program in all subject areas, keep in mind the following
four premises:
1. Students have an existing foundation of comprehension grounded in their own
culture, community, language, and life experiences. This foundation is students base
their thoughts and opinions on.
• Responsive vocabulary instruction builds and expands on words that the
learner already knows and builds a bridge to academic vocabulary.
2. Proficient readers have vocabulary acquisition strategies that go beyond
memorization of new words.
• Responsive vocabulary instruction focusses on vocabulary acquisition
strategies including varied reading, looking at words conceptually and
contextually, breaking words down into their parts, and using synonyms.
3. Home language background matters. Some foundational language uses one word to
mean many things, while some foundational language uses many words to mean one
thing.
• Responsive vocabulary instruction identifies whether foundational language
uses synonymous usage or not, and then bridges to standard English, which
relies on many words to mean one thing.
4. Teens and young adults use slang as part of their foundational language.
• Responsive vocabulary instruction recognize slang as part of student
vocabulary, and expands those words to academic vocabulary.
When developing responsive vocabulary instruction, there are two stages to your planning:
One: Level academic words
•

•

Identify key vocabulary for each unit of study. Level them according to:
o Level 1: words that students already know or are common every day words
o Level 2: words that students should know as mature learners
o Level 3: words that are important for students to be exposed to, but will rarely
encounter in print or speech
Responsive vocabulary instruction focusses on Level 2 words, as they have
importance to the unit and are used in instruction often. These words give students
the ‘most mileage’ for their effort and regular opportunity to use words in context.
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Two: Use Vocabulary Acquisition techniques
Technique: Using Context Clues
Provide students with a paragraph that embeds the level 2 words in context. From there,
students fill in a chart similar to the following:
Target Word in
Context

This is what I THINK
this word means
boring

What were the clues
in the sentence that
helped me guess?
started to fall asleep

The assignment was
so tedious that he
started to fall asleep.
I detest bell peppers
because they make
me sick.
Coming from a long,
gruelling basketball
practice, my throat
was parched.

This is MY word for
the target word.
boring

hate

make me sick

hate

very dry

gruelling basketball
practice

dry

Muhammad, A. and Hollie, S. (2012). The Will to Lead, the Skill to Teach, Bloomington, IN: Solution
Tree Press, p. 118. ISBN 978-1-935542-54-4.

Technique: Personal Thesaurus
A personal thesaurus can help to build the bridge between words students understand and
the target academic vocabulary.
Using the context clues exercise above, students can expand their understanding by
brainstorming other synonyms and an antonym, such as:
My word
Target word
Other synonyms
Antonym

boring
tedious
dull
unexciting
interesting

hate
detest
abhor
loathe
love

dry
parched
scratchy
dehydrated
wet

Muhammad, A. and Hollie, S. (2012). The Will to Lead, the Skill to Teach, Bloomington, IN: Solution
Tree Press, p. 120. ISBN 978-1-935542-54-4.
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Technique: Personal Dictionary
A personal dictionary is useful for those words that are Level 3, because students may not
have any current language that can be related to less common academic words.
For example, a word like ‘oxidation’ in chemistry may not have a connection to something in
a student’s culture or community background.
Academic Term

Personal Illustration

Oxidation

Personal Connection

Losing a negative is a positive.

Personal Definition
When chemical reactions happen, sometimes
electrons are stolen from one atom by another
one. The atom that lost the electrons is the
thing that is oxidized, and it becomes more
positive.

A math example:
Academic Term

Personal Illustration

vertex

Personal Connection

Personal Definition

The points of a triangle.

The point where any two lines meet, the
corners.
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Appropriate Vocabulary Strategies
•

Connecting to prior knowledge.

•

Creating concept maps.

•

Teaching context clues.

•

Breaking words down into parts.

•

Teaching prefixes and suffixes.

•

Providing multiple exposures to the word.

•

Discussions of meaning.

•

Using words while writing.

•

Creating word walls.

•

Teaching words in context.

•

Connecting words to key concepts.

•

Making visual associations (illustrations).

Teaching Vocabulary
Marzano and Pickering (2005)
1. Provide a description, explanation or example of the new word (not a dictionary
definition) – but in words easily understood by students, during the teaching process
and in context.
2. Encourage students to use this word during classroom conversations.
3. Ask students to construct a picture, symbol, or graphic representing the word.
4. Engage students periodically in activities that help them add to their knowledge of
the terms.
5. Periodically ask students to discuss the terms with one another.
6. Involve the students in games that allow them to play with the terms.
(Building Mathematical Comprehension, Sammons, 2011, p.53)
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Test to Text, Text to Self, and Text to World Connections

Self

Text

World

• connects to
someething in the
readers life

• connects to something
the reader has
experienced in a book,
online, other media

• connects to somethign
that is occuring in the
world

Technique: Sticky Notes
•

•

Using sticky notes, students write out the connections that they make during reading.
After students have read and used their sticky notes, it is important to have them
discuss the connections they were making and reflect on how those connections
helped them better understand what they were reading.
The sticky note strategy is not limited to students making connections, it can also be
used for students to ask questions, make predictions, visualize, summarize &
synthesize or monitor their comprehension.
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Technique: Say Something Strategy
What? Pairs identify as A and B and then take turns commenting on sentences or pieces of
text material.

Why? Supports constructing meaning and collaboration. Creates comfort for students in
knowing whether they are making the ‘right’ meaning of text material.

When? To focus attention on specific details in a text, to deepen thinking, to prepare for
discussion, and when there is a need to make meaning.

Technique: Schema Theory
People organize material internally into patterns that are meaningful for them. It is like an
internal filing system.

These are constantly adjusted as new learning occurs which changes beliefs or
assumptions, or extends knowledge on a topic.

Prior knowledge is essential for new learning to occur and must be surfaced.

Knowledge is gained from activities, conversations and thoughts in a cultural or social
context.

(Adapted from Content Area Reading and Literacy, Alverman, Gillis, and Phelps, 2013)
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Technique: Think Aloud
•

•

A think aloud is when learners say out loud what they are thinking about. By
modelling thinking aloud, teachers can expose their thinking to students. Think
alouds can be used with a variety of comprehension strategies. When making
connections, the learner identifies what the reading or experience is connecting to.
When students have the habit of thinking out loud, classroom discussion is enriched
and teachers can hear important conceptions and misconceptions. Teachers can
model their own thinking when using a variety of comprehension strategies, including
making connections, making inferences, visualizing, and questioning.

Modeling Thinking Out Loud (adapted from TeacherVision website)
When reading aloud, you can stop from time to time and orally complete sentences like
these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

So far, I've learned...
This made me think of...
That didn't make sense.
I reread that part because...
I was confused by...
I think the most important part was...
That is interesting because...
I wonder why...
I just thought of...

Activating and Assessing Prior Knowledge
Technique: Snowball
•

•

Students respond to a specific question or prompt for a period of time (usually 1-2
minutes). They are then instructed to crumple and throw their paper. Picking up a
paper that was not theirs originally, learners read what is on the page and add their
response or add to the thinking. They continue to crumple, throw, and respond until
the teacher feels that students have captured what they know onto the pages.
For the last crumple and throw, learners do not write on the final page they gather.
This is the sheet that they use to provide ideas for the class brainstorm of responses.
This provides an anonymous and safe way to share ideas, as students are sharing
things that are not necessarily their own.
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Determining Importance
Technique: Text Mapping Scrolls
Derived from the original works of R. David Middlebrook. For more information, visit
http://www.textmapping.org.
Textmapping starts with a scroll. Scrolls are an ancient technology, but they offer clear
advantages over books - advantages that are particularly useful in the context of classroom
instruction. When you open a book, you can only see two facing pages at a time; when you
roll out a scroll, you can see the entire text - the entire length of the scroll - all at once. Here's
how it looks:
Open a book, and you see two facing pages...

...but unroll a scroll, and you see the entire text.

Scrolls allow students to use specific Comprehension Strategies

Scrolls give you a better handle on comprehension. They enable you and your students to
see more information, such as the heading structure, illustrations, captions, key words, and
other important pre-reading cues. On a scroll, all of this information is explicit - in the
aggregate, in full context. In a book, this information can only be seen in pieces (two facing
pages at a time) and must be assembled in the abstract from memory. Unlike books, scrolls
enable you to visually comprehend the text as a whole; they make the notion of a whole text
concrete and explicit; they set the scene for you to model - concretely and explicitly - the
skills and strategies that are the foundation of comprehension.
Scrolls enable the eye to comprehend. The simple act of displaying a text in scroll-form
reveals information which often otherwise goes unnoticed. This enriches discussion and
understanding.
You can mark a scroll to suit specific instructional purposes - to introduce a new chapter,
teach active reading and study skills, clarify a key point, highlight key vocabulary, or review
assigned readings - and your students can mark their scrolls to suit specific reading goals,
as well as to suit their individual learning needs and abilities.
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Unlike school-owned textbooks and library books, scrolls can be marked. Because you can
mark them up, scrolls are an excellent medium for teaching and learning. Scrolls enable you
to model the process of engaging a text - of actively pursuing meaning. It is not sufficient to
describe this process. Students need to see it modeled concretely, explicitly, and repeatedly,
on actual course content. Scrolls enable you to do this. Scrolls enable you to teach marking
strategies directly on the texts that you are using in your classroom. This is an important
advantage.

[Note: This sketch is just an illustration. Your scroll will be assembled from either standardsize or enlarged-size photocopied pages of an actual text, so the text will be real and the
words will be readable)
Individual, Group, Whole Class?

Scrolls and textmapping are most effective when used by individuals or small groups
because these are the settings that best support hands-on learning. That said, there are
situations in which it makes more sense to work together as a class on a single scroll. For
example, it makes sense to introduce
Textmapping to your students by taping a
scroll to the blackboard. This allows you to
quickly preview the text - to discuss both
the overall scroll and selected features.
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Technique: Textbook Feature Analysis
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Daniels, H. and Zemelman, S. (2014). Subjects Matter. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Page 184.
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Technique: The Frame
“The Framing Routine contributes to increased classroom learning for several reasons. First,
the Frame helps students understand and learn the information because it is a concrete
representation of abstract ideas. Second, it helps students focus on studying the most
essential information. Third, it serves as an effective device for helping students focus on
the relationships between main ideas and details as well as among several main ideas.”
(Ellis, 2004, p. 2)

The following steps outline the process when using the Framing Routine:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Focus on the Topic
Reveal Main Ideas
Analyze Details
Make a "So What" Statement
Extend Understanding
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Technique: The Cornell Note-taking System

Students can generate their own Cornell
Notes paper using a pdf generator at
http://www.wyzant.com/resources/lessons
/study-skills/cornell-notes

An example of Cornell Notes being used is
taken from
http://literacyteacher.files.wordpress.com/
2010/06/cornell-notes.gif
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Visualizing
Technique: Word Pictures
While reading, students pause and describe what a person in that environment or context would see,
hear, feel… Encourage the use of powerful language in that description.

Example:

Jaime has 20 min to get to her after-school job. Despite her best efforts, she is
frequently late. Her employer says that unless she arrives to work on time consistently,
she will lose her job. She has recorded her travel times (in minutes) for the last two
weeks:
18, 20, 22, 27, 16, 23, 25, 26, 19, 28
Over the next two weeks, she continues to record her travel times:
22, 20, 19, 16, 20, 23, 25, 18, 19, 17.
Do you think Jaime will lose her job? Use statistics to justify your answer.
(Canavan-McGrath, Pruner, Shaw, Trufyn, & Reinbold, 2011, p. 235)

Technique: Sketch Your Thinking
Students sketch a visual (picture or diagram) to help make sense of new information.

Example:

1. If you rolled a single die 50 000 times, what do you think the graph would
liik lik?
2. Predict what you think the graph would look like if you rolled two dice 50
000 times.
3. With a partner, roll two dice 50 times. Record the sum for each roll in a
frequency distribution table. Then draw a graph to represent the
distribution of the data. Comment on the distribution of the data.
4. Do you need to adjust your graph prediction in question #2?
(Canavan-McGrath, Pruner, Shaw, Trufyn, & Reinbold, 2011, p. 241)
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Summarizing and Synthesizing
Technique: Comparison Routine
Comparison Table: ______________ and _______________
Concept 1: ___________
Characteristics:

Concept 2: ____________
Characteristics:

Like Characteristics:

Unlike Characteristics:

Like Categories:

Unlike Characteristics:

Unlike Categories:

Summary:
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Comparison Table: ______________ and _______________
Concept 1: ___________
Characteristics:

Concept 2: ____________
Characteristics:

Like Characteristics:

Unlike Characteristics:

Like Categories:

Unlike Characteristics:

Unlike Categories:

Summary:

(Bulgren & Lenz, p. 25)
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Technique: One-Word Summaries
A one-word summary is used to capture the “essence of that day’s lesson” (Himmele &
Himmele, p. 85). These can be shared verbally or on mini-whiteboards. This not only allows
students to summarize their learning, but it is also a total participation formative
assessment technique to let the teacher know where their students are at in their learning.
Technique: Metaphors and Analogies
Analogies and metaphors allow opportunities to delve deeply into the characteristics of an
idea, concept, or process. Words or video can be used to create the analogy.
Example: How is the video like news media today?

To instruct using metaphors or analogies, you might want to consider the following
sequence:
1. Introduce students to the new concept.
2. Select something familiar to students that has some similarity and some difference
to the new concept.
a. i.e. the human eye is like a camera
3. Brainstorm how these things are the same and how they are different.
4. Summarize the similarities and differences.
To stretch student thinking, consider allowing them to choose the ‘familiar’ concept or idea.
Some essentials to consider are:
•
•

It is important to recognize where the metaphor breaks down.
Students should challenge each other’s’ thinking to become aware of false
analogies.
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Technique: Comparison Criteria

Koechlin, C. and Zwaan, S. (2006). Q Tasks. Markham, ON: Pembroke Publishers.
Page 116. ISBN 1-55138-197-4
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Technique: Summarizing Using the 5 C’s
Comprehend – make connections, monitor and clarify, question, visualize.
Chunk it – decide how you will chunk the text into smaller pieces, decide how many chunks
you need, create a name for each chunk.
Compact it – remove ideas that are interesting, but not essential, see if any ideas or lists
can be decreased to one word or phrase.
Conceptualize it – think of a key word that sums up each chunk. Use a thesaurus or
dictionary for help in finding new words.
Connect it – write one sentence that contains all your key words. Read it aloud to see if it
makes sense. Rewrite and reread until it does.

(Adapted from 40 Ways to Support Struggling Readers in Content Classrooms, McEwan, 2007)

Technique: After Reading – the Four Cs

Connections:

Challenge:

What connections do you draw between
the text and your own life or other
learning?

What ideas, positions, or assumptions
do you want to challenge or argue with
in the text?

Concepts:

Changes:

What key concepts or ideas do you think
are important and worth holding on to
from the text?

What changes in attitudes, thinking or
action are suggested by the text either
for you or for others?
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Technique: Tweeting
•
•
•
•
•

Tweets (140 characters)
Exit slip describing what was learned that day.
3-2-1: 3 new facts learned, 2 points well understood, 1 question.
Elevator speech (Synthesis of the lesson developed in small groups to share)
Most Important Point

•

Put students in pairs to create a Tweet (using 140 characters) for a piece of text
material that is a reasonable length.
Have pairs share their tweets.
Collaboratively develop an ‘uber tweet’ that best summarizes the material.

•
•

Technique: Concept Mapping
Concept mapping can occur in many different ways. Two types of concept mapping activities
are a traditional concept mapping exercise where students brainstorm words related to an
idea and place the connections amongst them.
Another way to use concept mapping is to provide words related to concepts in a unit of
study, and have students organize and create the linking connections between them.
Technique: Card Sort
Concepts are arranged on cards, with one concept per card. In groups, students:
•
•
•
•
•

Read through the cards
Group cards as your group sees fit
Organize at MOST four categories
Decide on a label for each category
Affix cards, by category, onto chart paper and label categories

Technique: Gallery Walk
•
•
•

Think – Walk around the room to view the Gallery (card sort on chart paper)
Pair – Find another person in the room to discuss any similarities or differences that
you noticed on the chart papers
Share – return to your tables and be prepared to share with the large group
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Activating and
Connecting Prior
Knowledge

Summarizing &
Synthesizing

Visualizing

Determining
Importance

Monitoring
Comprehension

Making Inferences

Asking Questions

Responsive
Vocabulary
Instruction

Using Context Clues

Personal Thesaurus

Personal Dictionary

Text-to-Text
Connections

Text-to-Self
Connections

Text-to-World
Connections

Sticky Notes

Think Aloud

Snowball

Text-Mapping Scrolls

The Frame

Cornell Note-Taking
System

Word Pictures

Sketch Your Thinking

Comparison Routine

One-Word Summaries

Metaphors &
Analogies

Concept Mapping

We Wonder
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Making Inferences
Technique: Risk-Free Predicting
Using sticky notes or scrap paper, before reading on or performing a math or science task,
have students create an estimation or prediction of what will happen next, what an answer
might be, or what the result of an experiment might be. After they have an ‘answer’, have
students compare their prediction/estimation with what they found out. Have a discussion
around what predictions were most accurate, what students based those predictions on,
and how they might become more accurate over time.

Technique: Inferring from Pictures
What is this picture’s story?

1910 United Church of Canada, Archives, 93.049P/1368N.
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Asking Questions
Technique: Using a Question Builder
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Koechlin, C. and Zwaan, S. (2006). Q Tasks. Markham, ON: Pembroke Publishers. Page 67-68. ISBN
1-55138-197-4.
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Technique:

Koechlin, C. and Zwaan, S. (2006). Q Tasks. Markham, ON: Pembroke Publishers. Page
43. ISBN 1-55138-197-4
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Koechlin, C. and Zwaan, S. (2006). Q Tasks. Markham, ON: Pembroke Publishers. Page
44. ISBN 1-55138-197-4
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Categorizing Questions and Focus Statements with Bloom
Remembering: identification and recall of information
Prompts
Samples
Listen, tell
Who/what/when/where…?
Describe, state
Describe how …
Identify, label, recognize
Identify those who …
Understanding: organization, selection and understanding of facts and ideas
Prompts
Samples
Relate, interpret
What is the main idea … ?
Summarize, outline,
Explain what is meant by …
Infer, explain
What are facts? What are opinions?
Interpret
Provide an example of …
Applying: use of facts, rules and principles in new situations
Prompts
Samples
Apply, prepare
How is _______________ related to ____________?
Construct, simulate
Show me a different way.
Discover, solve
How is _______________ an example of ____________?
Analyzing: taking information apart and looking for relationships
Prompts
Samples
Compare, sequence
How does __________ compare/contrast with _________?
Contrast, classify
What are some of the problems of …?
Distinguish, relate
What evidence can you list for …?
Evaluating: making judgments and decisions
Prompts
Samples
Recommend, rank
What is the most important … and why?
Prioritize, appraise
Which is better, logical, valid, appropriate?
Justify, defend
Judge the effects of …
Criticize
Appraise the situation and defend your opinion on …
Creating: developing new ideas, products or ways of interpreting
Prompts
Samples
Adapt, invent
How many ways can you … ?
Construct, design
Improve on …?
Create, hypothesize
What would happen if …?
Imagine
Design a new …
Create a …
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Building Questions and Focus Statements with Bloom
Remembering: identification and recall of information
Prompts
Your turn
Listen, tell
Describe, state
Identify, label, recognize
Understanding: organization, selection and understanding of facts and ideas
Prompts
Your turn
Relate, interpret
Summarize, outline,
Infer, explain
Interpret
Applying: use of facts, rules and principles in new situations
Prompts
Your turn
Apply, prepare
Construct, simulate
Discover, solve
Analyzing: taking information apart and looking for relationships
Prompts
Your turn
Compare, sequence
Contrast, classify
Distinguish, relate
Evaluating: making judgments and decisions
Prompts
Your turn
Recommend, rank
Prioritize, appraise
Justify, defend
Criticize
Creating: developing new ideas, products or ways of interpreting
Prompts
Your turn
Adapt, invent
Construct, design
Create, hypothesize
Imagine
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Technique: Opportunities for Wonder
Provide an experience for students where they can explore or see the content of your
curriculum in an image, exploration, demonstration, or video. This can be the launching
point for students to ‘wonder’ about that idea and then generate questions that they would
like to answer related to a topic. These questions can be posted as ‘We Wonder’ or written in
their notebooks. It is important to go back to these questions whenever the unit addresses
any of them.
Generating questions can be done using techniques referred to in the past, including (but
not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•

Text mapping scrolls
Using images and videos
Cornell Note-Taking System
The frame
Concept mapping
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Instructional Techniques Related to:
Monitoring Comprehension
Technique: Anticipation Guide
An anticipation guide is a list of comments or questions that students answer ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘maybe’
to each stem. This is handed in so that the teacher can analyze and know where students are at and
adjust instruction accordingly.
For example:

Figure from 1http://lindseycain.wordpress.com/introducingconcepts/anticipation-guide/
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Anticipation Guide (Another Example)
A series of statements for students to respond to that will raise prior knowledge or get them
to think about material they will find in the text.
Ex:
Concept

Student Response

People who live in the same country usually
think alike
Statistics never lie
It is always wrong to kill
Water has a lower boiling point than alcohol

Rocks stretch and flex during an earthquake

Technique: Quick Write
Provide a question or topic and ask students to write as much as they know in the time
allocated (one to five minutes). This strategy can be used at the start of class to re-surface
knowledge from the previous day. It may be handed in for formative purposes, but would not
receive a mark.
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Technique: Key Terms

Word

I know nothing
about this word.

I can spell this
word correctly.

I have
seen/heard it
before.

I can define it
as it relates to
science.

(adapted from Saskatchewan Science 6 Teacher Resource pg 268)
Technique: Marking Text
Marking text can help students be active readers. You can either introduce standard text marking
symbols, such as:
 - knew this before
 - important idea
! – surprising
L – new learning
? – question about this
?? – confused by this
C - connecting to something (text, self, world)
You might also encourage your students to develop their own ‘mark legend’ and use it while reading.
If students are not able to write in their text, sticky notes can accomplish a similar consciousness
while reading.
A study skill to develop is to have students read back through their own notes in a subject area and
mark it up as to whether they understand a concept () or have questions about a concept (?). This
can help to narrow their focus in their review and accessing help from peers or teacher.
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